Adalanté Frequently Asked Questions: Wedding Cakes
Is there a cost difference to have different flavors for each cake tier?
• We would charge extra depending upon flavor combination of cakes and fillings.

Is a slice of the wedding cake and groom’s cake served to each guest?
• The cake size will be based on the number of guests to be served.
• Guests that prefer a slice of each will be accommodated unless more people attend than were
expected.

Will Adalanté set up and decorate the cake and cake table inclusive of
linens? Is there a charge for this?

• If we are doing all of the catering for the event, the cake table and cake will be set up as part of the
event inclusive of linens.
• If we are only providing the cakes, a 15% delivery and set-up fee will be added. This does not
include rental of cake stands, linens, and set-up of the cake table itself.

Will a box be provided for any leftover cake?

• We provide a box for the top tier to be taken home intact whether or not we do the entire event.
• We provide all to-go packaging for the cake if we are doing the entire event.

What is Adalanté’s policy about the tier plates and other cake parts?

• If you would like to keep the tier plates and columns, you will be charged accordingly.
• If you would like to have silver cake bases or items such as fountains, those will be charged at a
small rental fee.

Will the wedding cake alone be sufficient as a dessert?
• Yes.

In order to remain within budget, can Adalanté prepare a beautiful
small cake, and have a less decorated cake to serve guests?
• Yes, we will work with you to stay within your budget.
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